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New Recessed Deck Lighting Kit Available from Aurora Deck Lighting
August 17, 2009 -- Aurora Deck Lighting has introduced a new deck
lighting kit designed to provide functional and attractive recessed lighting that is
perfect for deck floors, rails, or stairs. The kit makes it easy to add illumination
that contributes both to the safety and ambiance on decks made of composite
materials or natural wood.
The Phoenix Recessed Lighting Kit comes with everything you need to
install ten energy efficient LED lights into a deck using a standard, outdoor rated
110 volt outlet as the power source. The lights are designed to operate either off
a light switch or a remote control.
Each kit includes ten 1-1/4 inch flush mount lights with color coded wiring,
27 specially designed connectors that eliminate the need for wire stripping or
cutting, 100 feet of twisted cable wire, the LED Driver Box that mounts on the
wall near the power source, a remote control driver box and the remote control.
To install the lights, all you need is a drill and forstner or spade bits, a
screwdriver and two wood screws, pliers for clamping the connectors to the
wires, and some silicone caulk or sealant to keep the lights in place after
installation.
“Our customers have been asking for a recessed lighting kit for decks and
deck stairs, and this one offers brighter lighting in a smaller size than other
recessed deck lights that have been on the market before. The lights are very
attractive and easy to install, and up to 40 lights can be installed using the single
LED Driver Box,” says Jay Savignac of Aurora Deck Lighting.
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Additional lights can be purchased in pairs or in bundles of ten, but
Savignac says the ideal spacing on the lights is approximately three feet between
each light, making a kit of ten lights ideal for most decks.
“Deck builders are finding that offering their clients the option of adding
lighting to the deck not only increases their revenue but creates a more
impressive finished product. Deck lights are a great way for homeowners to
enhance the livability of their decks and create a more appealing outdoor living
area that becomes functional for evening use,” Savignac says.
The Phoenix Recessed Lighting Kit is available through Aurora Deck
Lighting’s website at www.auroradecklighting.com. The kit has an MSRP of
$199.95.
Aurora’s website also features a huge selection of more traditional deck
lighting, including post cap lights in dozens of different styles, shapes and colors.
Aurora’s products include solar powered lights, as well as low voltage lighting.
All are designed for easy installation without the need for an electrician.
For more information on the Phoenix Recessed Lighting Kit, contact
Aurora at sales@auroradecklighting.com, or call 800 603 3520.
-endNote to Editors: Photos of the kit components and the label on the box are
available for your reproduction and use. Low resolution images are attached to
this email, and high resolution images can be obtained by contacting
OutreachPR at connie@outreachpr.com or 903 880 8217.
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